Candidates Propose Platforms For Elections

Largest Number For Soph Post

Evelyn Deckler

I ask the ASCPS to improve the presentation of our chapel programs by having the chapel committee, which is now elected, represent the student body. The committee would be appointed by President Todd, John Boyce

I believe that the ASCPS and the faculty should cooperate in every way possible to have the chapel programs, engaging, instructive and thought-provoking, are so important that we should make time to talk about the problems that are there.

Selection of chapel programs might be left to a committee of students and faculty members. The committee members should represent the various student groups and academic departments. This would give everyone interested the opportunity to empower.

I think the chapel program is so important that anyone interested should take time to talk about the problems that exist.

Largest Number For Junior Rep.

Lawrence Henderson

It is my conviction that the ASCPS should take an active interest in the chapel program. At present, no extensive chapel committee, appointed by the president of ASCPS, among the most of the student body, is being represented. This would fix the responsibility for chapel programs free from active interest for all student groups, not just those attending chapel and do not make it an ASCPS function.

I believe that the chapel program should be organized on the whole-hearted support by the whole student body.

Ed Granland

I feel very strongly regarding more publicity and funds for our activities. The more publicity, the more people come to see what we are doing, the more visitors we get, and the more people can accept responsibility for those programs. Therefore, I am very much in favor of us students participating as much as possible in the presentation of chapel programs, and being a part of the whole student body. I will do my best to work with the student body, and use the student body to work with the student body.

Betty Heaton

I have worked to state our opinions on chapel programs and variety activities, and I am still willing to support, as I feel very strongly on those subjects as the majority of CPS students do.

In the light of the current most favorable programs and presentations, the opinions that are expressed should be able to take over even the whole process of the student body in general. We feel that the student body itself is entitled to free speech and the right to work at the top of their ability.

Lyell Jamison

As long as the chapel program is continued, I believe our programs should be a part of the daily routine of the student body.

I believe that the student body should be more involved in the planning of the programs and in the selection of the programs.

Bob Dugan

As long as the chapel program is continued, I believe the programs should be a part of the daily routine of the student body.

I believe that the student body should be more involved in the planning of the programs and in the selection of the programs.

Lyell Jamison

As long as the chapel program is continued, I believe the programs should be a part of the daily routine of the student body.

I believe that the student body should be more involved in the planning of the programs and in the selection of the programs.

Four Nominated For Vice-Prexy

Ruth Jensen

The completion of student participation in chapel programs should be greater, as it has been in the past. I, believe, the need of the student body. I advocate a greater consumption upon the shoulders of the "new-meeting" type and an opportunity to hear the "voice of the student body,"

A complete variety athletic program should be in the student. An athletic program does an infinite amount of good to the student body, the student body, and the administration. I believe the"voice of the student body,"

June Pooe

Since Tuesday night in the chapel program, I believe, the need of the student body. This is the time to call for more people to work on this program, the student body, and the administration. I believe the "voice of the student body,"

Joan Roberts

I believe that the student body should be more involved in the selection of the programs and in the presentation of the programs.

I believe that the student body should be more involved in the selection of the programs and in the presentation of the programs.

Bill Hoppin

If more athletic control will make better, we have seen evidence of this in the past. The trend is to be expected, to continue, and to continue, the "voice of the student body,"

In Sympathy

Friends of Don Hartman, the late domineering and good-natured student leader, are in a period of mourning.

Don was a member of his college and over his untimely death, we are in mourning.

We miss his unique influence on our college and over his untimely death, we are in mourning.

(Continued on Page 3)
Here's More From the Nominees:

Senior Representative

Bob Spencer...

...to make room in the budget to buy more tickets to make the games possible. But practically speaking, such department should put on the program that it holds interesting to everyone—not just members of the department. Athletics cost—money—that would be used for a better purpose, as it is. Therefore, a good athletic program should bring in revenue for the athletic teams.

Pauline Pumphrey...

I believe that ASCPS should present more of our chapel programs. We have, in my opinion, the best programs this year from numbers of our own student body. Let's have our chapel programs for the coming year presented by ASCPS. I believe that the athletic department does not have the best programs today.

Soph Representative

Samantha Jones...

As the athletic program is one of the most important things in a college, I think it should be given more attention. The students should be more interested in the athletic program. I believe that it is important for the future of the college.

The athletic program of CPS needs a leader. It seems to me that the athletic program is not very successful. I think that the athletic program should be given more attention.

Virginia Judd...

As the athletic program is one of the most important things in a college, I think it should be given more attention. The students should be more interested in the athletic program. I believe that it is important for the future of the college.

Corttany Jones...

As the athletic program is one of the most important things in a college, I think it should be given more attention. The students should be more interested in the athletic program. I believe that it is important for the future of the college.

Dorris Witten...

The athletic program is very important for the students participating in it, and the cooperation between students and faculty in promoting it.

Athletes are important part of the school curriculum and should be supported.

Edith Allen...

Participation in the Student Government, the cooperation between students and faculty in promoting it.

Athletes are important part of the school curriculum and should be supported.
"WATERFRONT BRAWL" WILL FEATURE ZETE DANCE TONITE
DASH POINT COMMUNITY TO BE SCENE OF INFORMAL FRATERNITY AFFAIR

SAFETY TALKS AND THE DANCE OF THE DEER will be in the nature of napping and clubbing, according to Sigma Chi Brothers. Plans for the formal, announced by Prof. and Mrs. McMillin and Mrs. Headen, are

Tabled among the guests asked for the evening are: Misses Barbara Wilson, Virginia Nelson, Almonee Magnonst, Devey Deas, Marijane Gunther, Marion Smith, Marles Lavershan, Lorraine Albert, Florence McLain, Virginia Johnson, Pat Smith, Jocelyn Benson, Patricia Klasse, Marjorie Meyer, Virginia Douglas, Lois Deil.

Shop Talk — By Rosalie

Spring is here, and thought Eloise Robinson who would keep us with it and appeared in an aerate

with gartered purse and jacket of dusty rose, dark brown, and black, that fit in nice, white and blue and knit.

Gene Hall and Robert Taylor looked like unalike
terms west of Yakima last Tuesday. The trio were

Jane Sorensen was a picture of spring in her striped cotton dress. The stripes were blue and white.

Surprised! Roger Mastrude lowered himself to the level of actually waving a swear, which he topped with plaid bow tie.
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MARY CARROLL

FRED MACKMURCH

The Gay Footstool

CASSIE SOBE

J. CARROLL NAISH

MARY CARROLL is "Illegal Traffic" 21st S.T.
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THREE STARS

THE DANCE OF THE DEER (2/22/34)

"THE JY'S COMER"

YMACA

Y.M.C.A. is planning an all-night dance to Deep walk, Friday, April 1 and Thursday, Tuesday, April 2 and 4, during spring vacation. Howard Thomas in general chair, assisted by Gene Allendorf, Lee Shott, Claude Hassebrook, Mr. and Mrs. Rush are sponsors. The price will be $1.50, and all who wish to go please see Howard Thomas.

A Schannel for both W. V. C. A. and Y. M. C. A. will be held this spring, at the home of Misses Gold, 2001 No. Lawrence Street, from 8:30 to 11:30 for the Y. M. C. A. and Mr. Dixon General Commissary in general chair, and Miss Irma Feeding will be planning the program.

The Gamma trio, consisting of Misses Marion Rutledge, Miss Wood and Peggy Butler, will sing, Devane Lake will give a reading, Miss Donald will play the piano, and Tom Kendall will be accompanied by Walter Baynes.

YWCA

The YWCA Committee, headed by Miss Helen Taggard, will be in charge of the Y.W.C.A. meeting, to be held Tuesday, Tuesday, March 27 

The Flores de Mayo, Thursday, May 16, and will be open to all Y.W.C.A. members. The meeting will be held at the home of Misses Gold, 2001 No. Lawrence Street, from 8:30 to 11:30 for the Y. M. C. A. and Mr. Dixon General Commissary in general chair, and Miss Irma Feeding will be planning the program.

The Gamma trio, consisting of Misses Marion Rutledge, Miss Wood and Peggy Butler, will sing, Devane Lake will give a reading, Miss Donald will play the piano, and Tom Kendall will be accompanied by Walter Baynes.

COOL OFF THAT SPRING FEVER WITH A DELICIOUS MILKSHAKE

BURFEE'S

Sisters Anne and Mary

DINE AT HOPPITY

Attractive Luncheon Room Available for Parties

ROX

EXCITEMENT! One Smashing Clue After Another! Walla Walla's Musical Comedy Queen "STAGECOACH"

John Wayne Claire Trevor A Host of Big Stars

Latest Issue of "March of Time"

MUSIC BOX

"fly ME TO THE MOON"

"THE MUSKETEERS"

Mickey Rooney workout "THE DAWN PATROL"

"SLAVE SHIP"

BILLY ROOSEVELT Mickey Rooney the Adventures of "HUCKLEBERRY FINN"

GLENDA LEWAL "TORCHY BLANE IN CHINATOWN"

TEMPLE

ERROL FLYNN "THE DAWN PATROL"

FAITHFULLY YOURS, ARTY" "UP THE RIVER"
Indies Win Hoop Championship

'T' League Title Goes to Barbs

By Gust

Well, it's the Oregon Ducks against the Ohio State Buckeyes in the National Tournament. Thanks for all your help, but we have the edge going to the Buckeye conjugation, for as you will remember, the Oregon squad went down to Washington last December at Seattle in a pair of games. . . .

How Many Noks Make a Day's Work?

It seems to me that the person who arranged for the CIP banquet last Thursday night was so intent to have a good time that is, in that he manages evidently thinks that the lids are in good shape. Maybe so? Probably-like some of the lighting men.

The highly sought Zeta costs the Delta Kappa's 25 cents today after noon for the Open basketball title. At the present time, odds are three to four, but to the Alpha Sigmatics team, so their lineup is composed mostly of variety players.

The Logger tracksters are beginning to round into shape at last. However, there is a crying need for several sprinters. Anyone with a sprint type or experience is asked to turn out as soon as possible... Logger hopes pleased a little when Lee Yeranosian, perennial football star, was finally entered into a meet. The 113.5 fullback is plenty speedy on the gridiron and should prove to be plenty fast in the quarter miles...

Lottery Club Votes Down Proposed Changes

After agreeing to make a change in the lottery tickets, the lottery's club voted down the proposed change and decided to retain the same one. . . . Also the ascertainment's rush down to a speeded-up enlargement of the organization, one that would include the minor sports area of the camp.

Basketball is getting into full swing these days, and the old-timers are meeting into the day of the Maroons and White really had a club then. Your orbile the Loggers defeat the Stoners. In the tithe-series there were mentioned points by the team in question had one of the heartiest blowing cues of the day, and the Loggers' lead was a joy.

Speckle of heavy hitting reminds one that Bob Knops, football, basketball and baseball star of two years ago is back for another four-year baseball run. Note that he is looking like a fine league back in the mid-west last year, and is expected to have another great season.

Varisty trackmen will have their first competition on the 15th of April when an inter-class meet will be held. This meet will serve as a training meet for the group, expected schedule of events will be held with the boys on the 26th...

Senior Volleyball Squad Remains UNDEFEATED

Interclass volleyball got under way last Friday with the seniors defeating the Juniors and the sophomore second team bowing to the Freshman team. Tuesday, for the second time in a week, the seniors defeated the Freshmen and the sophomore first team by a big majority. The Junior team also beat the Freshman, first team but only after a tough fought battle.

Big "A" Service

"Always Competitve"

A COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE

PI. 1222
3206 Sixth Ave

Dine and Dance

Don's Pagoda

Quick Service...No Cover Charges

2330 Fifth Ave

ARCHIE WINTON

Quick Pies

Donuts and Muffins

Carroll's Ice Creamery

Call at Toll Office for Tickets

You Will Find

GOOD FOOD at

Louise's Lunch

2607 6th Ave

Quality Knitting Company

Fine Sweaters

 Woolen Goods

Dine Scotty's

No. 1 and Twelfth Ave

Tracksters Prepare For Relays

With the University of Washington Relays set for tomorrow afternoon, the Loggers' tracksters are busily preparing for their opening meet under the guidance of Coach Leo Frank. This meet will decide if one of the biggest gatherings of tracksters will be in the Arena. The players will be off Friday and Saturday nights. Next week time trials will be run in the various events in which Coach Frank plans to enter the men. The events are not announced but the following is as follows: Distance running with the first man run the 444, the next 110, the third 880, a mile and the last mile. Thursday is the best quarter mile; John Sharp, half mile; and George Waten, Terrell, John MacDonald, Bill Moline, or John Meyn in the distance.

Some of our fellows will be putting some competition practice in this weekend and in a practice meet between the teams will be run.

A Bicycle Gift

These well-mannered fellows you have seen walking around the halls the past week are only those fortunate (1) who got in a little spring going last week-end, Palace girls are Virginia O'Keefe, Jo McDonald's and Helen Jordan.

Invitations for the high school meeting have been sent to the high schools. At least eight of those are expected to accept the invitations. The meeting will be held on the 16th of April.

It has been announced that the ski team is to have its picture in the Times. Eligible for the picture are those three. The first of the American ski club, St. Louis, Missouri.

Norm Mayer will enter the event, while Carl Wood returns with four of the following making up the men: Wals, Shari, Norm Mayer, McDonald, Albertson. The team will be comprised of the best half and the high level athletes.

Before the first home meet held April 28 and 29 at Smith-Williams, Northland Park to be held in the little class meet with April 19 and 20 as the tentative dates.

Gym Jubilee to Be of Interest

With music to tune, three, four, five and seventy and statue like orders of service, record, existing and required, with the dancing and the dining of evening exhibitions of the gym jubilee now Thursday and Friday probably attract a great deal of attention and interest.

Gym Jubilee to Play Hoop Sports

A lively basketball game also is scheduled to be played among the young women and the Loggers. Women's City League championships will determine the battle of women's basketball in the state and nation.

The gym classes have been training to form and will exhibit their ability in handling the ball. The tumbling moments have been held twice a week for the past three weeks and the exhibition promises to be something novel as it is to be done on three levels.

Besides those other there will be other surprise novelty acts, none of which will be revealed.

It's a SMART TO . . .

Dine Scotty's

No. 1 and Twelfth Ave